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技术要求：

1. 材质: 105g铜版纸

2. 印刷: 四色印刷

3. 成型尺寸: 78x125mm

4. 公差: ±1

5. 装订方式: 风琴折

INSPECTION CERTIFICATE

INSPECTOR:

PLACE OF ORIGIN:

DATE:

Shenzhen,Guangdong

SHENZHEN XINGUODU TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD

IC card slot locate in the bottom of the keypad, keep the 
chip side up when insert card, and insert IC card to the 
end. The IC card should be inserted in the IC card slot 
during the transaction process.
Note: The transaction probably 
fail if IC card chip contact point 
is damaged or oxidative.

Please put card close to the NFC area, and stay for one 
second,  then remove card when you hear a "Di" voice,  
showing as follow picture.

If the below solutions can't solve the problems or have 
other questions, please contact the maintainer.Run automatically after power on.

Please put the card magnetic strip towards to track device 
inside when swipe the card, it can support both directions; 
Make sure to swipe the card stably and constantly.
Note: The transaction may be fail if magnetic card's tripe is 
damaged or swipe way is wrong.

Operating Temperature: 0 to 50°C
Storage Temperature: -20°C to 70°C
Relative Humidity: 5% to 95% (Non-Condensing)
Please follow the instruction strictly when install and 
connect the terminal.
Do not damage the power line and power adaptor. It 
can't be used any more if the power line or power 
adaptor is damaged.
Please check power supply socket whether complying 
with terminal set voltage before insert the AC socket. 
Recommend to choose the fuse socket, and grounding well.
Please leave the terminal away from liquid, and 
forbidden splash into any liquid or electric conduction 
material, otherwise it will cause a short-circuit or damage 
to the terminal.
Please do not insert any foreign material into any ports, it 
will damage the terminal seriously.
Please contact the professional POS maintainer When 
the terminal have fault, users or other non-qualified POS 
maintainer should not repair the terminal.
Please do not touch the cutter knife in case of hurt when 
install the paper roll.
Please use the standard print paper in case of paper jam 
or printer damage.
Please do not shake or knock the terminal.
Please do not use or place flammability spray, painting, 
etc. in case of fire.
Forbid to disassemble or remake the terminal. Forbidden 
to use the terminal in illegal way, offenders will stand 
legal responsibility.
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